
 

KL Maritime (M) Sdn. Bhd. 

KL Maritime (M) Sdn. Bhd. is a shipbroking and fuel oil trading company with offices in Malaysia and 

Vietnam. Since 1998, we have been providing a full range of freight brokerage for the palm oils as well as other 

liquid bulk cargoes such as soft oils and petroleum products in both the domestic and international markets.  

Our experience has allowed us to expand our horizons and progress beyond the conventional ship brokerage 

profession.  Our knowledge has given us foresight, an added edge allowing us to identify and capitalize on 

market opportunities wherever and whenever they emerge for the benefits of our customers.  As recognized by 

the Palm Oil industry, our knowledge and understanding in palm oils is probably unsurpassed and we have 

embarked the same for other liquid cargoes such as chemicals and clean petroleum products. In line with our 

strategic growth and capitalizing on our core competencies, we have established a new business initiative in 

trading, storage and sales of bulk commodities such as fuel oil and related products. This will allow us to reach 

out to bigger client base and tap into business potential of the energy sector in East Asia where energy demand 

is growing at exponential rates. Do not hesitate to contact us if you have any requirements/enquiries, we will 

always ready to accommodate suggestions and reasonable negotiation to provide the best services for your 

company.  

 

 

 

Oils Trading; Vessel Chartering; Contract of Affreightment (COA); Time Charter (TC) 

 

 

 

 

Unit 31.01, 31st Floor, Menaa TA One, 22 Jalan P. Ramlee, 50250 Kuala Lumpur 

 

Tel     : +603 2264 9000    Fax        : +603 2264 9001 

Email : klm@klmaritime.com.my    Website : www.klmaritime.com.my  

 

 

PORAM Affiliation 

Date of Joining 5 October 2001 

 

Membership   Board  CNT  ASC  PSC  AREC            Contact             

Mr. Daniel Kok        

Contacts 

Name Designation/Division Tel Email 

Mr. Daniel Kok COO +012 328 8210 chartering@klmaritime.com.my 

Mr. Suresh Perumal Shipbroker +016 405 9262 chartering@klmaritime.com.my 

Ms Elizabeth Joseph Shipbroker/Ops +016 376 0273 chartering@klmaritime.com.my 

Ms Samantha Yong Shipbroker/Ops +018 208 6016 chartering@klmaritime.com.my 

Mr Risyam Khairi Shipbroker/Ops +016 223 3007 chartering@klmaritime.com.my 

Products/ Services 

Contact Address 
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